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"This is not a diet book," says author Morgan Murphy, who takes readers on a rollicking trip as he

explores the South's favorite flavors. A high-proof adventure, Bourbon & Bacon includes 140 of the

South's most amazing recipes that use one (or both) of these smoky ingredients. Morgan's

collections of cocktails, new infusions, punches, appetizers, main courses, sides, and desserts will

be a hit, whether you're hosting a cocktail party, backyard barbecue, or elegant dinner. For bourbon

enthusiasts, Morgan rates more than 75 of his favorite whiskeys and takes readers on a cheerful

tour of many of the South's top distilleries. Bacon lover? Well, of course you are. Bourbon & Bacon

is full of bacon secrets, farm tours, bacon ratings, and tips and tricks to make the best of everyone's

favorite meat.This authentic handbook to the South's most flavorful products has a forward by the

two most famous voices in the food industry, Julian Van Winkle III of Old Rip Van Winkle Distillery

and Allan Benton, of Benton's Smoky Mountain Country Hams. Together, with Morgan's hilarious

Southern tales and irresistible recipes, Bourbon & Bacon is an essential guide for anyone who loves

either bourbon or bacon.
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Fabulous book! I promptly held a dinner party using the book all the way from cocktail to dessert.

Rave reviews from guest! A fantastic read whether you ever light the stove or crack open a bottle. I

can't put it down. I get hungry every time I read.Jeffrey



I haven't had this very long, but everything I have made so far is very good! I love cookbooks that

are worth their money and you can pick a recipe and have it be good as well as everyone liking it.

Glad I made this purchase.

What a great book! This has it all, from appetizers through dessert. Recipes are not difficult to

follow. I kind of like how it looks sitting there on the shelf with my cookbooks. It has a catchy title that

makes you want to pick it up and look through. Glad I added this to my collection!

I gave this book to my husband as a birthday present. He loves bacon, bourbon, and cooking (and

especially all 3 combined), so what isn't to love about this book? In addition to the many wonderful

recipes in the book, the witty banter of the author was entertaining and informative. The author gives

a lot of information about the process of making quality bourbon and bacon, the author's opinion

about various bourbons, and where to purchase good local bacon. We were especially pleased to

find one of the recommended farms less than 30 minutes from our house!

If you are looking for "health food" this is not the book for you. But if like to "treat" yourself every so

often......look no further.This book has great recipes that salutes old southern cooking.

The name alone should have you pulling out your wallet. â€œSouthern Living Bourbon and Baconâ€•

by Morgan Murphy is a small but fun book that highlights two of the Southâ€™s most treasured

culinary flavors. The calorie-rich book features 140 recipes that use either bacon or bourbon â€” or

both â€” in cocktails, appetizers, main courses, sides and desserts. In addition, the best-selling writer

and TV personality (Murphy is the author of â€œOff the Eaten Pathâ€• and â€œOff the Eaten Path:

Second Helpingsâ€•) offers his take on more than 75 of his favorite whiskeys, plus tours many of the

Southâ€™s top distilleries. Julian Van Winkle III of Old Rip Van Winkle Distillery and Allan Benton of

Bentonâ€™s Smoky Mountain Country Hams write the forewords.

As I continue to read this book, it is an informative read. I am willing to try a sip of Bourbon now.

Normally I am a Scotch drinker. Reading the brewing process of bourbon is enlightening. Glad I

purchased this book.

This book is not just a cookbook but informative and entertaining as well. I would recommend that

men read the first part of the book then give it to the real cook in the family. For a bigger surprise



men should read the book and cook for your family and friends. A word of caution should be given

to not try all the bourbon varieties just before cooking. A southerner cannot say those two words

together bourbon and bacon with out puffing out their chest .
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